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part v:  Town Centre Guidelines



The project brief from Taupo District Council 
required Urban Design Guidelines for the 
town  centre to provide direction for the future 
development of the town.

The Guidelines provide a general framework for 
the consolidation of the existing town centre 
as the heart of the Taupo Community.They 
provide a starting point and foundation for  
high quality  urban design outcomes through 
both public realm and private development.  
It is anticipated that these guidelines will both 
influence thinking in the re-working of the District 
Plan as well as provide guidance to future works 
in the town centre environment. 

The guidelines have been structured in 11 core 
sections as set out to the left. 

Guidelines Purpose

v

1.
Identity

 A
Public 
Realm

 

 

B
Built 
Form

 

2.
    Streets 

3.
Lanes & 
Arcades

4.
Open 
Space

5.
Art & 

Creativity

6.
Signage & 
Furniture

7.
Public 

Transport

8.
Safety & 
Security

9.
Land Use & 
Activities

10.
Bulk, Form 

& Scale

11.
Facades & 
Frontages
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Regardless of the scale, activity or purpose, all 
future development in Taupo’s town centre 
environment needs to be mindful of the town’s 
character and sense of place.  While a town’s 
character is often defined by the ‘big things’ 
such as the Great Lake in Taupo’s case, the little 
things also matter a great deal to how a place 
is perceived and valued.  As such, genius loci 
(the spirit of the place) should be an underlying 
consideration that informs all design decisions.

Consultation undertaken through the Structure 
Plan has shown that Taupo means different 
things to different people. While the Community 
is strongly connected with the natural landscape 
that surrounds the town, many other values, 
histories and meanings come into play.  With 
acknowledgement to the many people who 
provided their thoughts and ideas through the 
consultation process, the values summarised 
to the left proved to be the most commonly 
expressed and shared;

1: Identity

v

The Natural Landscape

Taupo is strongly associated with its landscape setting 
and in particular Lake Taupo, the Waikato River, Mount 
Tauhara and the Tongariro Domain are significant to 
people’s concepts of place.

 The mountains are an iconic presence on the horizon 
and the identity of Taupo is strongly connected to 
these as recreational destinations and cultural icons.

Rising steam, geothermal energy and the Crater 
Lake are all reminders of the volcanic origins of the 
landscape and there is a general feeling that this 
could be embraced as a theme and starting point for 
future design work.

Parks & Gardens

People value the gardens and 
large trees in the Tongariro 
Domain and around the town 
and it is clear that these are 
a feature to be protected 
and enhanced.

History & Culture

People identified the importance 
of both Maori and Pakeha histories 
and the significant events that  have 
shaped the town.  At the same time 
it was acknowledged that these 
histories are not clearly expressed or 
represented in the town centre and 
that there was an opportunity to do so 
in the future.  The Community want to 
ensure that variety, richness and depth 
of history and culture are reflected in 
the future development of the town 
centre.

Tourism & Events

Many see Taupo as a tourist 
town and particularly for 
non-residents, Taupo’s image 
is strongly connected with 
tourism and the major events 
that are held throughout the 
year.

Location

Taupo’s central location 
within the North Island 
is an important factor 
both geographically and 
psychologically. For many, 
Taupo is the heart of the 
North Island.

Shared 
Values
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Guidelines

+ The borrowed landscape is a key design 
element for Taupo’s town centre.  Vistas to 
the Lake, the river, the Tongariro Domain, 
Mount Tauhara and the mountains need to 
be protected and enhanced through future 
development. 

+ The names of places and streets strongly 
reflect history and the landscape.  Names like 
Tongariro, Heuheu and the Great Lake Centre 
all send a message about the elements and 
people that have contributed to Taupo’s 
identity.  Future development should retain 
and build on this approach to place-naming 
and reinforce the meanings where possible 
through sculpture and information signage so 
that people can share  in these histories.

+ Protect and utilise existing mature trees as a 
focus of new development.  Place an increased 
focus on increasing the number of trees 
throughout the town centre, in streets, open 
spaces and within private developments.

+ Consider building historical, cultural and 
landscape references into future development 
through artworks, plant selection and detail 
design elements that reflect Taupo’s unique 
characteristics.

+ Ensure that variety, richness and depth of 
history and culture are reflected in the future 
development of the town centre.

+ Increase the visible exposure of events in the 
town centre and develop all future public 
spaces with the objective of better providing 
for the running of events.

+ Consider retaining character buildings or 
elements in addition to those that are heritage 
listed.  Refurbish, re-use or relocate heritage 
elements in keeping with their historic use and 
local context.

1: Identity

v

The borrowed landscape provides a constant 
backdrop to Taupo’s urban life. 

Seating areas provide the opportunity to sit back 
and contemplate the Lake and natural features.

Well located sculptural elements can become well 
recognised cultural markers and landmarks. 

Taupo’s geothermal origins need to be embraced 
in future design.

Historical panels and interpretation signage add a 
new depth of meaning to the town centre.

Large specimen trees such as this oak in the Domain 
need to be protected as features.

Various motifs and textures that reflect Taupo’s location, climate and community.
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Streets are the arteries of a town centre; being 
the focus of energy and activity and the means 
by which people move through and experience 
urban life.  Best practice urban design recognises 
streets as the key organising element of urban 
areas.  

While Taupo’s grid of central streets provides 
a strong and well-connected foundation, this 
network could be greatly improved to create a 
street network that not only works for vehicles but 
also attracts a high level of use by pedestrians, 
cyclists, the disabled and public transport.  

Improving the central streets of Taupo will result 
in increased comfort, amenity and accessibility 
for pedestrians meaning that they will be likely 
to stay in the town centre for longer. Well 
designed street upgrades will also facilitate 
social interaction, increase public safety and 
thus increase the exposure of retail and business 
to foot traffic and assist commercial viability. 

Greater success will be achieved in the streets 
of the town centre through the provision of a 
continuous active edge to the street.    Active 
retail and building frontages onto streets will 
provide for increased passive surveillance as 
well as adding to the overall quality, character 
and vitality of the street edge (refer Built Form 
Section).  

The key shift for Taupo’s central streets is to 
overcome the mentality that the street is 
a divider that separates people, cars and 
activities and to realise the potential of streets 
as integrating elements that can be attractive 
places for people and urban life.

In planning for and designing the future streets 
network of Taupo, the following guidelines need 
to be considered:

Guidelines:  (Street Network) 

+ Streets and lanes should always connect 
through to other streets to provide a legible 
and highly permeable movement network for 
both vehicles and pedestrians.

+ Dead-end roads and cul-de-sacs should be 
avoided in future street modifications.  

+ Streets should always act as thoroughfares to 
ensure maximum efficiency and legibility. 

+ The street network should present a clearly 
legible hierarchy to assist wayfinding and 
manage the relationship between pedestrians 
and vehicular traffic.  Within the pedestrian 
environment, all streets are envisaged as slow-
speed, shared environments.

+ Clear signage should help people to navigate  
through the town centre environment and 
lead people to their destination.

2: Streets

v

The interconnected grid should be retained 
to ensure a permeable road network. 

Dead end streets such as Story Place can be 
reconnected into the network. 

Tongariro Street is currently dedicated to 
vehicular movement and is difficult for 
pedestrians to navigate.

Narrower carriageways, delineated parking 
zones and planting help to create a slow-
speed, shared street environment.
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Great streets often derive their character 
and charm from an axial vista framing an 
architectural or landscape feature. Taupo’s 
streets offer many opportunities for strong 
axial views towards landscapes such as Mount 
Tauhara, Lake Taupo and the Central Plateau.  
The relationship of streets to open spaces and 
key landmarks  within the urban environment 
should also be explored during the design 
process.  

Street trees will be a vital ingredient in the 
improvement of Taupo’s urban streets, providing 
shade and structure to the streetscape. Trees 
also provide a strong link between the urban 
environment and surrounding rural and natural 
landscapes.

The ratio of street width to the height of built 
form is fundamental in the spatial definition of 
the public realm.  Where built form is not able 
to provide the necessary scale, street trees can 
be used to provide a vertical, framing element.  
The width of Taupo’s town centre streets allows 
ample opportunity for the future introduction 
of street trees, both lining roadsides and within 
central medians depending on the particular 
needs of the street.

Guidelines:

+ Streetscape design should protect and 
enhance views to the ‘borrowed landscape’.   
While views terminating on architectural 
landmarks are rare in Taupo, there is an 
opportunity to take advantage of these with 
future redevelopment.

+ Mature trees and vegetation within existing 
streets should be retained in future street 
modification wherever possible to maintain 
the character and comfort of the streetscape. 
Designing around significant trees and 
making them a feature of streets will add 
interest, variety and help to maintain a sense 
of continuity with the past.

+ A street tree programme should be developed 
for the town centre environment, identifying 
species and planting approaches to be used 
throughout the town centre.  

+ Street trees of an appropriate scale and habit 
should be chosen for durability in harsh urban 
conditions.

+ Street trees should be pruned to maintain 
clear stems to a minimum height of 3.5m 
above ground level. Uplimbing allows for safe 
vehicle passage and visibility.  As a general 
rule of thumb, shrubs and groundcovers  
within streetscapes should be maintained to 
a maximum height of 700 mm to allow views 
through. 

+ Deciduous trees should be considered for 
use on east-west oriented streets to reduce 
the overshadowing of footpaths in the winter 
months.

+ Street frontages should include trees generally 
planted in a uniform pattern of species that 
reach a minimum height of one storey at 
maturity.

The spacing of the trees adjacent to retail 
frontages may be more irregular to avoid 
visually obscuring the shopfronts.

+ The introduced landscape shall consist 
of durable tree species tolerant of soil 
compaction and harsh urban environment.

+ Future street upgrades should explore the 
use of water sensitive urban design wherever 
practical, using swales, rain gardens, filters 
and other such approaches for the retention 
and treatment of stormwater within the road 
corridor.

+ Landscaping should be used to provide a 
clear distinction between public and private 
areas, enhancing safety, privacy and amenity 
between the public and private realms.

2: Streets (Landscape)

v

Views to the Lake and mountains are a defining 
characteristic of many of Taupo’s streets.  These 
should be protected and enhanced by design. 

Many of the stark, vehicle-oriented streets  in 
Taupo lack street trees, pedestrian amenity 
and human scale.

Existing trees should be retained and made a 
feature of future upgrades.

Street trees  should be suited to urban conditions 
and be clear-stemmed to protect visibility.

Street trees should be regularly spaced to preserve views between shopfronts and the street.
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While some areas within the town centre are 
well designed for pedestrians, the majority of 
streets are dominated by vehicles.  The appeal 
and function of the town centre could be 
dramatically changed by prioritising pedestrian 
needs.

Guidelines:
+ Broad footpaths should be encouraged 

to provide a comfortable and uncluttered 
pedestrian zone.  Maximising the footpath 
width also encourages a wide range of 
transient activities (displays, coffee carts, 
buskers etc.) to thrive without being an 
impediment to movement. 
 

+ Pedestrian crossings should be clearly 
marked and obvious to pedestrians as well as 
vehicles.  

+ Paved surfaces and ground plane treatments 
should be simple, uncluttered and refined.  
High quality surfaces will provide uniformity to 
the streetscape.

+ Paving treatments, signage and landscaping 
should all help to communicate a clear 
hierarchy.  Wide expanses of asphalt 
on existing streets should be reduced to 
differentiate between traffic lanes, parking 
zones and pedestrian footpaths.

+ Universal access should be considered in all 
future designs and upgrades, allowing for 
people of all abilities to move freely about the 
town centre.  The needs of children, disabled 
and sight-impaired people should be given 
specific consideration.

+ Information and directional signage should 
be provided at key points so that further 
information about the town centre and 
shopping environment is easily obtained.  A 
comprehensive signing strategy should be 
considered for the entire town centre area.

On and off-street and surface parking is readily 
available in the town centre and people 
rarely need to walk far from their car to their 
destination.  The availability of on-street parking 
is a positive factor, however, large, unbroken 
areas of surface parking currently detract from 
streetscape amenity and disrupt the continuity 
of the street edge.  The overall amenity and 
appeal of Taupo will be improved if parking 
areas are a less dominant element.

Guidelines:
+ On-street parking on Taupo’s streets should 

be maintained and all future streets should 
provide for on-street parking.  Maintaining 
parking on the main retail streets assists in 
the management of a shared pedestrian- 
traffic environment as it slows vehicles down 
and distributes parking throughout the 
streetscape as opposed to concentrating 
it in one location.  Landscaping should be 
used to break up long stretches of parking to 
provide visual relief.

+ Priority for street parks in the town centre 
should be given to short-term visitors such 
as shoppers rather than longer term users 
such as workers.  Timing restrictions should be 
applied to reinforce this prioritisation for short 
term parks.

+ Where parking is provided on-site, this should 
not be located at the street frontage but 
preferably below ground or above the 
ground floor.  This enables the optimisation of 
ground floor space for retail and commercial 
activities.

+ Vehicle entrances off streets should occupy a 
minimal site frontage to avoid the interruption 
of pedestrian movement.  As Taupo has a well 
developed system of rear laneways, options 
for obtaining vehicular access from the 
rear of sites should be prioritised. Vehicular 
entrances to parking lots, multi-storey parking 
buildings and garages should be no more 
than 6m wide at the street frontage.  

+ All parking lots, garages, and parking 
structures should be located to encourage 
movement through the town centre and past 
shops. Pedestrian exits from parking structures 
and garages should relate directly to a street 
frontage.

2: Pedestrian Areas     Parking

v

 

 

Lack of differentiation between traffic lanes 
and parking areas emphasises the width of 
the street and gives a low amenity outcome.

Introducing a hierarchy of materials in the 
ground plane increases the legibility and 
appeal of the streetscape.

Information signage needs to be easily 
accessible.

Pedestrian crossings / thresholds need to be a 
focus of street upgrades.
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Town centre streets can be separated into a 
number of basic types based on the function, 
location and relationship to adjoining land 
uses.  

Typical sketches have been developed for 
each of these street types to help clarify the 
key guiding principles for future modifications 
and upgrades.  Note that these sections are 
conceptual only and are not intended to be 
fully resolved designs.  

It is anticipated that all future upgrades for town 
centre streets will undergo a comprehensive 
design process with  consideration for site-
specific issues as well as Community and 
stakeholder input.

2: Street Types

v

Boulevard 
(Type A)

Core Retail 
Street
(Type B)

Reserve / 
Reserve Edge 
Street
(Type C)

Collector / 
Distributor
(Type D)

Local Access 
Streets 
(General)
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The Boulevard

Location
Primarily intended for Tongariro Street 
but could also be applied to sections 
of Spa Road.

Purpose

Provides a high amenity connecting 
road that draws people towards the 
shopping environment and lakefront.  
Intended as a pedestrian priority 
and community focussed shopping 
environment.

Land  Use
Continuous street level retail to one 
side with open space and civic / 
community facilities to the other.

Traffic 

Slow speed private vehicles and public 
transport. One travel lane in each 
direction.  The street design creates 
a managed speed environment, 
prioritising pedestrian movement and 
slowing vehicles.

Parking

All on site parking is located to the 
rear of buildings. Angled parking 
on the street is retained adjacent 
to shopfronts but parallel parking is 
preferred adjacent to open space. 
A distinct paving material is used in 
parking lanes to reduce the perceived 
width of the carriageway. The parking 
lanes are broken into shorter segments 
through landscaping treatments.

Pedestrians

Streetside dining and other activities 
should be encouraged to create an 
active street-life, however, pedestrian 
flows should not be compromised.  
Pedestrian surfaces should be paved 
with an emphasis on simplicity and 
quality to achieve a strong sense of 
uniformity and legibility on the ground 
plane.  Pedestrian crossings need to 
be placed at regular intervals.  Cycle 
lanes are an important consideration 
and should be provided both on road 
and within a shared footpath.

Landscape

A high amenity streetscape is a priority 
and street trees are a vital ingredient.  
To enable the protection of street 
awnings, trees can be included within 
islands in the parking lane as well as 
in a broad central median that allows 
for larger trees.

2: Type A

v

Typical View of existing Tongariro Street road corridor

Conceptual sketch of upgraded Tongariro Street with an emphasis placed on amenity and pedestrian activity
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Core Retail

Location

Intended for existing and future 
core retail streets including 
Horomatangi, Heuheu and 
Ruapehu Streets.

Purpose
Pedestrian priority shopping 
environment, community 
emphasis.

Land  Use
Continuous street level retail with 
commercial / residential above.  
No set back from the footpath.

Traffic 

Slow speed private vehicles. 
Narrow carriageways with one 
lane in each direction.  Street 
design creates managed speed 
environment prioritising pedestrian 
movement and slowing vehicles.

Parking

Short-stay, visitor focussed 
parking on both sides of street, 
broken by landscaped islands at 
regular intervals. Angled parking 
may be retained but parallel 
parking should be considered  
from a pedestrian/ traffic safety 
perspective.   The parking lane is 
paved to distinguish from the main 
carriageway. Any on site parking 
is located to the rear of buildings.

Pedestrians

Pedestrian crossings to be placed 
at close intervals to allow for easy 
movement over the traffic lanes.  
Central crossing points linking 
laneways should be designed as 
dedicated pedestrian thresholds.

Landscape

Landscaping provided within the 
parking lane and the berm and 
specimen trees are provided at a 
scale that helps to spatially define 
the street.  Footpaths are widened 
wherever possible and clutter 
(i.e sandwich boards) avoided 
to ensure pedestrian flows are 
unobstructed.

Typical view of Core Retail Street ( Heuheu Street looking towards Tongariro Domain)

Conceptual sketch of Core Retail Street, introducing higher quality surfaces and using street trees to spatially define the pedestrian realm.

2: Type B

v
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Reserve Street 

Location

Relates to all roads within reserves or 
abutting open space areas. Includes 
all existing and proposed roads in the 
Tongariro Domain.

Purpose

This street type is primarily for the 
purpose of providing access to 
the Domain and the marina and is 
envisaged as a low-key, informal 
road corridor in keeping with the 
predominant open space character 
of the surrounding reserve.  Roads are 
able to easily  closed down during 
events.

Land  Use

Open space to one or both sides of 
the street.  Where built form is allowed 
for, it is primarily for civic, community 
or other use compatible with the 
objectives of the adjoining reserve.

Traffic 
General vehicles in a slow-traffic 
environment.

Parking

On-street parking to be provided 
within the road corridor to provide for 
reserve parking without the need for 
large surface carpark areas.  Parking 
lanes to be paved to distinguish from 
carriageway.   Grass cell pavers or 
similar could be used in this situation 
to maximise permeable surfaces and 
minimise visual impact.

Pedestrians

Roadways should operate as 
pedestrian thoroughfares with broad 
pathways and cycle routes included 
in the design.   The design should 
manage traffic to the extent that 
pedestrians feel comfortable crossing 
roads at any point.

Landscape

Roads designed around existing 
trees where possible.  New street 
trees should be clustered informally 
to compliment the existing character 
of reserves. Large specimen trees 
should be incorporated wherever 
possible.

2: Type C

The current view of Story Place looking eastwards towards the town centre.

A conceptual view of the potential benefits in upgrading the street to provide an attractive and direct connection through the Tongariro Domain to the river and marina. v
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Reserve Street 

The view to the left shows an alternative design 
treatment for a Reserve Street. The concept 
looks more specifically at the Tamamutu Street 
extension.  It is anticipated that designs will vary 
to meet the specific needs of the street and 
adjoining activities.

2: Type C

An artist’s impression of the proposed Tamamutu Street extension showing how the pedestrian oriented street might relate to the dedicated events space v
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2: Type D

v

Collector / Distributor

Location
Relates primarily to Titiraupenga 
Street and segments of Spa 
Road.

Purpose

This type provides the path of 
least resistance for vehicles 
moving around or through the 
town centre and is the only town 
centre roading type that gives 
clear priority to vehicles. Provides 
easy and efficient movement 
of general traffic around town 
centre and feeder of traffic into 
town centre grid.

Land  Use
Interface between commercial/ 
retail and other land use activities 
such as mixed-use.

Traffic 
General vehicles (excluding heavy 
vehicles) and public transport.  
Bus stops should be provided for 
at regular intervals.

Parking

On-street parking should be 
retained wherever adjoining land 
uses require it.  Public parking 
buildings could be located on 
these streets.

Pedestrians

Signalised crossings should be used 
in preference to roundabouts and 
pedestrian crossing points need to 
be highly legible to increase safety 
and visibility. An on-road cycle 
lane and footpaths on both sides 
of the street should be provided.

Landscape

Street trees should be provided 
in the berm wherever possible 
and where parking lanes are 
retained, trees can be placed in 
newly created islands. Street trees 
play an important role in defining 
the road corridor and creating 
an edge between precincts and 
land uses.  

A typical view of Spa Road looking in a westerly direction towards the Tongariro Domain.

Concept sketch showing the basic elements required of collector and distributor routes.

Footpath              Planted Berm        Cycle Lane                     Traffic Lane                                       Traffic Lane             Cycle Lane    Parking Lane (where needed)
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Taupo’s existing lanes and arcades provide   
a solid foundation for the development of a 
thriving network offering pedestrian friendly 
spaces, boutique retail opportunities and a 
highly permeable movement network.  

Taupo’s lane network needs to be developed 
to form a logical hierarchy of lanes from narrow, 
semi-enclosed arcades through to broad 
service lanes.  The north-south lanes are primarily 
pedestrian corridors whereas the east-west 
oriented service lanes are shared traffic and 
loading environments.  Preserving these primary 
functions regardless of future development 
options will ensure that access and servicing 
needs are maintained.  The potential of the 
laneway network can be realised through 
consideration for the following;

Guidelines:

+ Connectivity between lanes and other 
pedestrian spaces should be maximised.  
Crossing points, laneway entries and service 
lane crossings should be the focus of 
future upgrades to enhance the ability for 
pedestrians to move through the network.

+ Increased frontage within blocks makes more 
efficient use of under developed rear lots and 
buildings creating greater amenity.

+ Ensure lanes contribute to improving access 
to key destinations or public transport.

+ Ensure crossing points are safe, legible and 
efficient. Crossing points between lanes 
should be located to provide for direct 
connections so that pedestrian desire lines 
are not compromised.

+ Increasing the number of linkages reduces the 
overall block size, creates more frontage and 
greater value. This makes it more feasible to 
provide basement or multi-storey car parking 
away from main pedestrian routes.

+ Consider potential opportunities for future 
mid-block laneway connections in the 
redevelopment of blocks between Ruapehu 
and Titiraupenga Streets.

3: Lanes Network

v

Primary pedestrian axis made 
up of connected network 
of laneways and pedestrian 
priority spaces
Pedestrian nodal points, 
designed to act as gathering 
and meeting points.
Intensified retail activity with 
emphasis on smaller boutique 
tenancies.
Service lanes provide 
opportunity for future mixed-use 
development. 
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Taupo’s north-south lanes are typically 4m to 6m 
in width and vary in length.   Narrow lanes have 
several particular design considerations which 
are explored below:

Guidelines: 

+ Pedestrianisation and Spill Out Zones

In general, emphasis needs to be placed on 
ground level uses within buildings to create a 
source of space for activities, such as outdoor 
dining and product display alongside lanes.   

+ The design of ground level building façades 
will need to have a strong indoor/outdoor 
relationship that exposes a high proportion 
of the frontage to the lane (e.g. concertina 
doors). This is preferable to other alternatives 
such as moving dining areas to rear courtyards 
where the benefits of the activity are lost from 
the public spaces along the lane.

+ Moveable and Temporary Street Furniture

Narrow lanes will be shared by a variety of 
activities through time and design needs 
to consider adaptability and temporary 
activities. 

+ Street furniture should be designed for quick 
and easy removal with qualities such as being 
light, stackable and retractable. 

+ The storage of street furniture and other 
elements will need to be on private property 
or in designated storage areas as often 
provided for market stalls.

+ Security

The dark and narrow nature of many lanes 
requires careful thought when considering 
pedestrian use and safety.    Pedestrian priority 
lanes to be used at night need to be well-lit 
and related to night-time activities such as 
cinemas, restaurants and clubs/ bars.  

3:  Pedestrian Lanes

v

While many of the existing lanes provide a valuable mid-block pedestrian connection, there is ample opportunity to recreate them as destinations in their own right.

Encouraging active ground floor edges and developing a strong indoor/ outdoor relationship will be key to the success of future lanes.
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Service lanes do not need to look neglected - they can be people-friendly spaces as well as being functional.

Entry thresholds to the lanes can be given particular attention to lift their amenity and appeal.

Service lanes are those lanes designated 
primarily for vehicular traffic, providing service 
corridors for local business use. Although used 
heavily by vehicles, they still contribute to the 
overall lanes network and should be given 
some design consideration, particularly where 
they intersect with pedestrian priority lanes or 
squares. 

Guidelines:

+ Clear Hierarchy

Service lanes need to read as the third tier in 
the movement hierarchy of the City, behind 
primary streets and pedestrian priority lanes.

+ New developments are encouraged to 
create dedicated service areas off the lanes 
to avoid conflict with other lane uses. 

+ Service lanes should still be visibly recognisable 
within the lanes network and appear well 
managed.  Entrances to lanes should provide 
a paved threshold that matches the network 
it resides within. This integrates with the lane 
treatment and gives an early warning to 
drivers exiting onto pedestrian priority lanes. 

+ Priority 

If separation is well defined motorists will 
generally assume an automatic priority to 
lane space. Quality lane environments are 
ones where motorists feel like invited guests in 
the pedestrian domain. 

+ If separation is desired or required then it is 
best to do this subtly such that confident 
pedestrians maintain a measure of comfort 
walking in a vehicle passage.  This also helps 
moderate vehicle speeds.

+ Security

Most service lanes should be primarily for day 
use only with consideration given to security 
lighting and other measures at night.

  3.  Service Lanes

v
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Studies of successful lanes have shown that 
they have a number of key elements or  design 
characteristics.  These include (1) fine urban 
grain, (2) building line continuity, and (3) lane 
entrances and corners.

Guidelines: Fine Urban Grain

This characteristic relates to the small and 
frequent division of lanes, buildings and features 
which increase land use diversity and richness 
of detail. These lanes, and the buildings that 
enclose them, are experienced at close range 
and demand greater pedestrian interest and 
attention to detail than other parts of the city. 
 
+ Promote frequent and smaller ‘boutique’ units 

along laneway frontages using good façade 
details and textured materials to create a 
distinctive and interesting ground level when 
viewed at close range and at slow walking 
speeds.

+ Develop buildings with flexible structures 
to allow for units to easily divide, merge or 
extend.

+ Where existing coarse grained building stock 
exists break down elements by retrofitting with 
detailed and articulated façades or sleeving 
development.

+ Avoid the creation of iconic or landmark 
buildings in laneways.  Small yet recognisable 
features, artworks and displays work better in 
a tight lane environment. Lane corners should 
be positive yet discrete to keep the edges of 
an urban block intact.

Guidelines: Building Line Continuity

Lanes are distinct from other streets by the 
heightened sense of enclosure and intimacy 
created by buildings that line both sides. This is 
less influenced by building height and more by 
the continuous building façade at lower levels.

+ Ensure buildings define lanes and squares by 
providing a continuity of building edge. 

+ Buildings should generally be built up to the 
building lines. Building setbacks should only 
be used to create larger squares and public 
spaces adjacent to laneways.

+ Avoid small recesses along the lane edge.  
If necessary, use gates or sliding doors to 
continue flush with the building line.

Guidelines: Entrances and Corners

Entrances to lanes are an important threshold 
where lanes meet primary retail streets, public 
spaces or other lanes.  These cross-over points 
should generally be discrete and understated 
in nature and reinforce the element of 
discovery and surprise which is intrinsic to most 
laneways.

+ Building Corners and Safety Sightlines

Buildings framing the entrance to lanes should 
have positive corners but could be transparent 
at ground level to provide a more welcoming 
atmosphere. Corners, if glazed, could allow 
the activities on the inside to connect and 
contribute to the laneway atmosphere and 
forewarn pedestrians turning the corner to 
expect oncoming traffic or safety threats. 

+ Lane entrances should remain clear and 
visible and maintain good sightlines from the 
street into the lane.  Any visual obstructions 
on the approach to the lane entrance should 
be avoided. Clutter should be avoided, and 
where required should be located against 
building edges.

+ Buildings fronting onto lanes should incorporate 
glazing to provide a visual connection with 
the street.  Glazing should not be completely 
covered up with signage or displays.

3:  Lane Elements

v









Adjoining activities should relate to the 
laneway rather than blocking it out. 

Lane entrances should be clearly signed 
and easily visible from the main street.

Smaller, boutique retail provides  
opportunities for local  businesses and add 
interest and vitality. 

The intimate scale of lanes and shelter from 
the elements creates an ideal setting for 
Alfresco dining.

Retailers should be encouraged to express the identity of their site through artwork and attention to details.
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Taupo has the potential to develop a well-connected network of open space, made up of a diverse range of 
spaces ranging from busy urban squares through to quiet, natural sanctuaries.  The needs of all people should 
be met - from thrill-seeking tourists through to children, the elderly and office workers wanting somewhere to 
eat their lunch. 

Open space is an essential element in the composition 
of Taupo’s town centre. The parks, green spaces and 
waterfront reserves throughout town contribute greatly 
to the quality of life enjoyed by a growing population.  
The abundant opportunities for outdoor living and 
recreation are one of the reasons why tourists visit 
and people decide to move to the district. In the face 
of growth and development pressures, maintaining 
and enhancing open space will be central  in achieving 
the quality of life expected by current and future 
generations.

Guidelines: Open Space Network

+ Pedestrian and cycle connections should 
interconnect as much as possible with minimal 
obstructions to movement.

+ Those using the open space network should 
be encouraged to move through and 
explore other spaces.  Locating landmarks, 
points of interest and destinations throughout 
the network facilitates exploration.

+ One of the basic needs for Taupo’s open 
space network is for the strengthening of 
connections (both physical and visual) 
with the river and lakefront.   Key streets 
connecting to the water should be given 
particular attention.

+ Public spaces need to be distributed 
throughout Taupo’s town centre environment 
to ensure that all areas of town are within 
walkable distance of usable open space.

+ Public spaces need to reflect Taupo’s identity 
and express the unique characteristics of the 
area. Materials, landscaping, sculpture and 
other elements should reflect local culture, 
heritage and environment.

   4: Open Space

v
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Guidelines: Open Space Variety

+ The best urban environments provide a variety 
of public spaces to meet all interests, needs 
and climatic conditions.  The town centre 
needs to cater for an increased variety of 
people and situations, complementing open 
reserve areas with more structured and more 
urbanised  spaces.

+ Public open space areas should form a diverse 
network linking passive green spaces, active 
reserves, sheltered plazas and gathering 
areas.  Future open space design should 
consider the physical and visual connections 
with other areas of open space.

+ Compact forms of open space such as 
plazas and pocket parks need to be located 
in central locations and larger, passive parks 
should continue to be situated at the fringe 
where the land meets the water and areas of 
high natural character.

+ Provide for both passive and active 
recreational activities where opportunities 
exist.

+ Ensure that proposed designs, activities and 
facilities reflect the needs of the target user 
groups in a balanced and realistic manner.

+ Consider ways that the open space might 
adapt to users at different times of the day 
or year.

+ Where space permits, provide flat, open 
areas that do not overly restrict use.

+ For larger areas of open space such as 
the Tongariro Domain and the lakefront, 
seek to develop a series of smaller spaces 
or destinations each of which has its own 
purpose and identity.  For example, the 
Redoubt site could become the focus for  a 
distinctive historic reserve with its own theme 
and identity.

4:  Open Space

Guidelines: Open Space Interfaces

+ Successful public spaces relate and engage 
with their surroundings.  Interfaces with other 
land use activities need to be carefully 
designed to achieve a positive outcome.

+ Urban open space should generally be fronted 
by buildings to ensure that it is overlooked; 
increasing safety and the comfort of users.  
Buildings should never back onto public 
spaces or present blank walls/façades as 
this detracts from the safety and amenity of 
these spaces.

+ Where public spaces adjoin private or semi-
private spaces, there should be a clear 
definition between these activities to ensure 
a compatible relationship. Public edges, 
such as roads and footpaths should be 
encouraged.

+ All areas of open space should be designed to 
have prominence within the urban structure.  
Accordingly, built form should be designed to 
enhance the edge of open spaces.

+ Open space should be designed to protect 
significant views for public enjoyment.  Views 
to the lake, river and broader rural landscape 
should be protected and enhanced through 
future design.  Open spaces located on 
the waterfront should be given particular 
emphasis and engage visually and/or 
physically with the water.

v

 

 

The ability to hold a wide range of events 
in open space areas should be protected 
and enhanced

Cultural and historical elements should be 
highly valued and become a focus for 
future design improvements.

The provision of strong pedestrian connections 
between the retail area and the waterfront 
will be fundamental to the future open space 
framework.

A successful open space network is not 
only about green, passive reserve areas 
but also needs active urban spaces.  Even 
pedestrianised areas within the road reserve 
can provide valuable linkages and gathering 
spaces.  Taupo needs to pay more attention 
to the quality of its urban spaces. 
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Guidelines: Open Space Access

+ The site, layout and detailed design 
encourage universal access to the greatest 
extent possible (with a minimum of 2.5m wide 
shared walkways/cycleways).

+ Seek to provide distinct and safe pedestrian 
entries, linkages and shortcuts through 
reserves that respond to existing desire lines.

+ Provide vehicular access and parking as 
needed but always give pedestrians, cyclists 
and public transport priority.

+ Provide access for emergency and service 
vehicles.

+ Avoid unnecessary barriers, structures and  
level changes that might impede use or 
movement.

Guidelines: Open Space Safety

+ Create activity nodes in key locations to 
encourage social interaction.  Include 
appropriate street furniture such as park 
benches and picnic tables within these 
nodes.

+ Avoid solid fences or planting which limits 
visibility into the reserve and/or passive 
surveillance.

+ In areas requiring high visual access, avoid 
planting dense shrubs and small trees 
between the heights of 0.7m to 2.0m that will 
block visibility and create dark, concealed 
areas.

+ Strategically locate signage and site/ 
navigation maps to give people clear 
information about open space areas.

4:  Open Space

v

  Shrubs planted densely around the car parks 
near the Great Lake Centre create an easy 
target for criminals who can break in to 
vehicles hidden from view.

Surface parking in the Tongariro Domain 
impedes pedestrian movement and prioritises 
vehicles.

Broad pathways in some areas of the Tongariro 
Domain make for easy pedestrian and cycle 
movement.

An artist’s impression of a street adjacent to a reserve showing how an active 
street edge can be achieved through the provision of buildings that provide street 
frontage and the creation of  activity nodes that encourage social interaction.
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Squares are prominent and more highly 
urbanised spaces that form an integral part of 
the open space network. They provide periodic 
relief from the confines of the lanes and streets, 
providing points of interest and opportunities for 
rest along the route. They also provide a means 
for gathering and community events.  

Guidelines: Squares and Plazas

+ High quality squares should be flexible in 
nature and able to cater for a variety of 
activities.

+ Squares should be enclosed on at least three 
sides by buildings with active frontages and 
regular building entrances.

+ Squares work most effectively when there 
are multiple connections into the space 
from different origins. This provides through 
movement and helps activate the corners 
and edges of the square as pedestrians take 
direct routes to their destination and interact 
en route. These connections could be lanes, 
arcades, pedestrian corridors, open spaces 
or streets.

+ Urban blocks surrounding a plaza or square 
must be highly permeable to maximise 
through-movement.

+ Squares need to be complementary in scale 
to the built environment.  Many successful 
squares are quite small but need to be big 
enough to differentiate them from lanes and 
function as event spaces when required.  
Public spaces should be designed to 
accommodate a minimum circle of  between 
10m - 25m in diameter to achieve this.

+ While provision should be made for street 
furniture and public artworks that people can 
gather around and use, it is important that 
these do not interfere with the freedom to 
move through the square or restrict its periodic 
use as an event space.  Fixed elements should 
be kept to the edges or minimise the extent of 
space they occupy.  

4:  Open Space

+ Squares should be designed to accommodate 
large groups of people during events and 
markets but should also be flexible enough to 
allow for everyday use.  

+ Moveable furniture may be incorporated to 
provide flexibility and be available for other 
uses (e.g. seats used as vehicle barriers during 
the day and stage by night). 

+ Squares should have a simple ground plane 
of materials with minimal changes in level.  
Where changes in level are necessary these 
should be gradual so as to encourage free 
flowing movement.  Permanent shrub and 
garden bed plantings that inhibit pedestrian 
movement should be avoided.

+ Prevailing winds should be considered when 
designing new lane connections, public 
spaces and building forms.

+ Shelter structures should be partly or fully 
transparent to allow light penetration to the 
footpath and views along building façades.
The scale and extent of shelter structures need 
to balance the need for wind protection with 
pedestrian flows through the square to avoid 
fragmenting the space into discrete spaces.

+ New buildings should be designed to minimise 
overshadowing of public squares. Buildings 
on the northern and western sides of squares 
should not exceed a 1:3 height to width ratio 
to ensure squares receive at least two hours 
of sunlight during peak activity periods (i.e. 
12pm- 2pm) in winter.

v

 



Level changes, planting that impedes access 
and lack of an active building frontage are 
key design issues with the Cenotaph area.

Squares need active frontages and multiple 
pedestrian connections to work effectively.

Getting the scale of squares and plaza right is critical.  While horizontal proportions need to relate to the 
scale of surrounding buildings, the minimum dimensions shown above enable multiple uses to occur.

The bottom line for squares and plazas is that they need to become centres of activity.  Events, performances, 
markets, rallies and exhibitions need to be actively encouraged by Council and key stakeholders.

                                                                                                                         10 - 25m minimum diameter circ
le
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Visual clutter is a clear issue in the town centre, 
resulting from an ad-hoc approach to signage, 
discordant streetscape materials and a general 
lack of architectural continuity. Clutter is the 
unauthorised or uncoordinated use of signs and 
street furniture in intensely used urban areas. As 
lanes and pedestrian spaces are particularly 
confined spaces, they are highly susceptible to 
the accumulation of clutter, which can have 
a visual and physical effect on aesthetics and 
function.

Guidelines: 

+ Street furniture should be located on the 
edges of spaces to provide clear pedestrian 
access ways and allow for a wide range of 
outdoor activities to occur.

+ A defined suite of street furniture should be 
developed for the town centre as a whole 
to provide consistency of quality and identity 
across the board.  While this would allow for 
variations in different areas and from street 
to street, the implementation of a single 
suite would greatly strengthen Taupo’s urban 
identity.  The street furniture suite would apply 
to all of the pedestrian environment and 
cover paving, lighting, seating, bollards and 
signage.

+ Street signage should be designed to be 
incorporated with other street furniture 
elements if possible.  Combined information 
signage should be located at key intersections 
in preference to individual signs.

+ Commercial signage should be attached/ 
hung from buildings where possible. Maximum 
signage sizes should be set in place to avoid 
attempts to ‘out-shout’ other commercial 
enterprises. 

+ Sandwich boards should not be allowed in 
areas where there is a narrow footpath, at 
lane entrances, or within lanes.

 6:  Street Furniture

Public art offers the opportunity to create a 
unique sense of place and identity.  Taupo 
has some excellent examples of public art 
that express the unique history and character 
of the area.  A managed approach to public 
art in the future will strengthen the way that 
sculpture, murals and other creative pursuits are 
reflected in the town centre.  Artwork should be 
promoted along key pedestrian corridors such 
as the laneways, the lakefront and Story Place 
to create an arts and sculpture trail that will 
guide people around town.

Guidelines: 

+ Art should be incorporated into the design 
of buildings, public spaces, street furniture 
and paving in a way that is reflective of the 
character of the location and context.

+ Use art to emphasise key views, landmarks or 
gateways. 

+ Integrate public art into the development 
early in the design process. For example, 
prominent corner sites should consider the 
inclusion of public art in the concept design 
phase.

+ Art can be created through a process of 
community involvement that can help link 
future development and upgrades with 
community aspirations.

 5:  Art & Creativity

LEFT: Various examples of street 
furniture and artwork located 
throughout the town centre.

v
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CPTED (Crime Prevention through Environmental 
Design) principles aims to improve both public 
perception and the reality about personal 
safety by minimising the potential for crime 
through positive behavior. A CPTED assessment 
should be undertaken before a public space is 
upgraded to ensure it is addressing any existing 
issues, and not creating further safety and 
security issues.

Guidelines: 

+ Active ground level activities should be 
encouraged to occupy and use vacant 
street edges.

+ Avoid recessed areas in the public realm that 
could inadvertently create concealed hiding 
places.

+ Provide pedestrian lighting only in spaces 
that are designated for pedestrian priority 
to avoid unplanned use of unsafe spaces.  
Concentrate activity in areas that are 
regarded as safer for night-time use.

+ Increase the sense of ownership and 
maintenance to show that public spaces 
are cared for.  This applies particularly to less 
refined areas in the town centre such as the 
service lanes.

+ Mid-block connections such as service 
lanes should be straight with a visually clear 
movement corridor through the block or to 
key internal destinations.

+ Create well defined routes, spaces, and 
entrances that provide for convenient and 
safe movement. Avoid dead ends and dog 
legs.

+ Promote a compatible mix of land uses and 
facilitate increased use of public space.

+ Where necessary, include well designed 
security features and elements such as 
security cameras and physical barriers.

 8: Safety & Security

Public transport is in its infancy in Taupo and 
establishing an efficient and well-utilised bus 
network is a long-term goal.  Future-proofing the 
town centre for buses however is a pragmatic 
step towards the promotion of higher public 
transport use.  

Guidelines: 

+ Public transport stops should be provided for 
at regular intervals and given priority over car 
parks.

+ The principles of transit-oriented development 
(TOD) should be considered in all future 
comprehensive redevelopment projects 
in the town centre, ensuring that centrally 
located and easily accessible transit stops 
can be provided. TOD  recognises that public 
transport use is greatly increased when 
stops are supported by intensified, mixed-
use development and well-connected 
pedestrian and cycle routes.

+ Higher intensity activities that generate 
public transport use must be located in 
close proximity to public transport stops. As 
a general guide, intensive development in 
Taupo should be located less than 400m ( up 
to a 5 minute walk) from a bus stop.

+ The future bus network will need to connect 
various destinations around Taupo’s town 
centre, including the new civic heart, marina, 
events spaces and future transport centre.  
Redevelopment of these areas will need to 
consider the future bus network.

+ The tourist industry is of vital importance to 
Taupo and as such tour buses, campervans 
and the like need to be accommodated.  
Future redevelopment of the civic heart, 
Domain and lakefront open spaces need 
to consider the needs of tourist traffic and 
increase the likelihood that tourists will stop 
and spend time in the town centre.   Better 
accommodation of mass transit will also 
enhance the running of major events.

 7: Public Transport

v

Some of Taupo’s rear lanes suffer from a 
lack of attention and there is a general 
perception that some areas are unattractive 
as well as unsafe. Improved lighting, paving 
and future  development will help to improve 
these spaces.

Transit- oriented development works because 
public transport is placed at the centre of 
new developments, close to destinations 
and easily accessible

The above shows how a bus stop (located by way of example on Roberts Street) can be sited at the core 
of a precinct with more intensive development (shown by the red shading) around it and pedestrian 
connections leading directly to it.  Careful siting of transport stops can dramatically increase usage.
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Mixed-use development is one of the basic 
ingredients for a more vibrant, liveable and 
economically viable town centre in Taupo. 
Mixed used development typically contains non-
residential land uses (commercial, community, 
recreational or institutional) alongside residential 
ones. These uses may be organised either 
vertically or horizontally, or as a combination 
of the two, and generally in close compatible 
relationships.  

Guidelines: 

+ Increase and diversify the land use mix in  the 
town centre during day and night for safety, 
vitality and a more robust economy.

+ Locate activities in appropriate places, 
seeking compatible relationships between 
activities and managing conflicts between 
them.  Buildings should be designed to 
enhance the legibility of the given precinct

+ Encourage more permanent residential and 
visitor accommodation in the town centre.

+ Vertical stacking of land uses is preferable.  
Retail, cafés, bars and restaurants are best 
suited to the ground floor. Upper levels and 
rear parts of the building are more suitable 
for residential uses.  Commercial uses often 
fit in between, where quicker access and a 
greater public profile is achieved.

+ Locate all primary building activities, 
pedestrian entrances and windows along the 
street or lane frontage to contribute to  street 
activity and create positive surveillance from 
all building levels.

+ Generally avoid residential uses within the 
entertainment precinct unless a suitable 
buffer such as an intervening building is 
provided.

+ Design mixed use buildings to be adaptable 
to allow for a wide range of uses to occupy 
buildings and adapt as precincts, activities 
and market demands evolve.

 9: Land Use Mix

v

Vertical stacking of land uses in the town centre will help to 
achieve a work/live/play mix all in one building. Multi-use 
buildings such as these should be encouraged.

Floor heights in commercial buildings should be kept to minimum 
dimensions of 4m at ground floor and 3.5m for floors 2 and 3.  
This ensures that internal spaces are flexible and adaptable 
over time - so that spaces can be easily modified if activities 
change.

One of very few examples of a mixed use development in Taupo 
with apartments located over ground floor retail.
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Traditional town centres in New Zealand and their 
European precedents are often characterised 
by a continuity of building height.  A continuous 
and consistent building height contributes to the 
coherence and enclosure of the streetscape, 
creating a comfortable and inhabitable space 
at a human scale.

Proposed alternatives to the existing 48m height 
limit are proposed in the Plan Change to provide 
a more targeted approach to delivering a well-
scaled streetscape with good solar access.

Guidelines:

+ Building mass, form and scale should generally 
be compatible with that existing in the street 
or precinct.  A height variation of one to three 
storeys within a street or block can provide 
some diversity and visual interest, however, 
continuity of height should be a guiding 
objective. 

+ New buildings should be encouraged to 
build to the maximum allowable height for 
the given location or precinct. This approach 
maximises the usable floor area and provides 
a sense of enclosure to the streetscape. 

+ Buildings with a larger bulk and mass than  
is typical in the street or precinct should be 
visually broken down into smaller components. 
For larger format and bulkier building 
forms with long street frontages, building 
modulation should give the impression that 
the façade is made of multiple finer-grained 
elements.  Breaking a large frontage down 
should provide more diversity, colour, texture 
and visual interest.

+ Blank walls on street frontages and prominent 
sidewalls should be avoided.  Active edges 
should be promoted to engage with the 
public realm.

 10: Bulk, Form & Scale

+ Overheight buildings should step down 
towards the street edge at intervals to 
integrate with the scale of existing built form.
 

+ Additional building height is often appropriate 
on key corner sites where a landmark building 
is desirable.  Additional height may also be 
appropriate where the intention is to frame 
a focal public space or provide an entry 
statement.   

+ Developments on key corner sites should 
also   explore options for additional set back 
at street level to provide a larger pedestrian 
area and well defined entry.

+ Façade elements such as awnings and 
verandahs should be continued around 
street corners.  Generally, a higher level 
of detailing, material quality and lighting 
should be expected for a corner site.  Corner 
buildings should relate effectively to both 
street frontages.
 

+ Narrow lots and building frontages are 
encouraged, particularly in the core retail 
streets and around key public spaces.   
Typically building frontages of 7 to 12 metres  
provide a rhythm, grain and variety that 
contribute to an attractive streetscape.

+ Building envelopes should be mapped to 
ensure that sunlight can reach the southside 
footpath of all east-west streets throughout the 
year.  Shadow diagrams should be produced 
for overheight buildings to demonstrate 
the potential effects on solar access to the 
street.

+ Where large format retail is proposed within 
the retail core or retail expansion precinct, 
it should be sleeved by smaller tenancies to 
create an active and fine grained edge to 
the street.

v



Recent developments in Taupo have shown 
that a variation of one to four stories can be 
accommodated without being incompatible with 
the scale of the existing streetscape.



An example from Perth shows how larger 
buildings can be broken down into smaller 
components to reduce the perception of 
bulk.

The breadth of Taupo’s retail streets and  low 
building height couple to create an expansive 
and uncomfortable scale.

Typical Parisian streets are well known for their 
human scale, utilising a uniform, medium rise 
building envelope and street trees to enclose 
the street.

Larger and bulkier retail formats (shown in 
orange) can be successfully integrated into 
the streetscape if sleeved with finer grain retail 
frontages.
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Guidance around the design of building 
façades and frontages is intended to achieve a 
higher degree of continuity, identity and rhythm 
to Taupo’s streetscapes without dictating 
architectural style and repressing innovative 
design outcomes.

Façades within the town centre are encouraged 
to achieve a fine grain streetscene with active 
edges, rhythm, human scale and architectural 
interest.

Guidelines: 

+ Provide frequent yet subtle architectural 
modulation, façade relief, openings and a mix 
of textures in building design to enhance the 
visual interest of the street / lane frontage.

+ Use durable, high quality building materials 
and details that will engage the eye of the 
pedestrian and express Taupo’s volcanic 
landscape and identity.

+ All visible building edges should be fully 
designed, avoiding any blank walls that are 
visible from streets and public spaces. 

+ Buildings should be designed to overlook the 
street and feed in to the activity in the public 
realm.

+ On retail streets, approximately 75% of the 
street level façade should be glazed to create 
a strong relationship with the street.  Other 
street frontages in the town centre should 
aim to achieve at least 50% glazing at street 
level.  Highly tinted or reflective glass should 
be avoided so that shoppers and passers-by 
can see easily inside.

+ Second floor façades throughout the 
town centre should also aim to maximise 
transparent and glazed surfaces.  A suitable 
target is 40-50% of glazing for walls facing the 
street or public spaces.

 11: Frontages

+ A continuous canopy or awning should be 
provided at street level along all pedestrian 
edges in the town centre.  Taupo has a 
number of examples of transparent canopies 
which provide shelter as well as allowing 
sunlight through to the footpath.

+ Entry points to buildings should be clearly 
demarcated and located for high visibility 
and ease of access.

+ Internal floor levels must be aligned with street 
level or as close as practical (no greater than 
500mm level change) to allow easy access 
and avoid the creation of a barrier.

+ Façades should make reference to local 
character and heritage and express the 
individual identities of the building occupants 
or function.  Public art, innovative use of 
materials and attention to detail should 
be encouraged to achieve a diverse and 
layered streetscape.

+ Signage should be as small as possible to 
avoid visual clutter and dominance (refer 
Guidelines Section 7).  Hanging or fascia-
style signage is encouraged to reduce the 
amount of footpath clutter.  Signage over 
glazed areas should be avoided.

v





Approximately three-quarters of the street 
level facade should be glazed to create a 
direct visual relationship with the street.

A continuous street canopy provides shelter 
and architectural continuity.  Glazed awnings 
as shown also provide better solar access.

Hanging or fascia-style signage as shown will reduce the amount of footpath clutter and provide a 
consistent appearance to the streetscape.

Numerous examples of street level frontages in the town centre that present blank walls to the street.
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+ Growth Management Strategy Taupo District 
2050

+ 2004 Taupo Town Centre Structure Plan

+ Taupo Urban Structure Plan

+ Tongariro Domain: Reserve Management 
Plan

+ ‘Great Ideas- Town Centre Design’, Novem-
ber 2008 

+ ‘Taupo Town Centre Place Making Road 
Map’, Village Well

+ ‘Making Great Streets’, Allan B Jacobs

+ The Town Centre Parking and Travel Centre 
Study, Opus

+ New Zealand’s Urban Design Protocol (2005)

+ ‘The Image of the City’, Kevin Lynch 1960

+ ‘The Death and Life of American Cities’, 
Jane Jacobs 

+ Suburban Nation – ‘The Rise of Sprawl and 
the Decline of the American Dream’, 2000, 
Andres Duany et. al.

• Barry Rae Architects and Planners Limited, Halstead and Adams Limited, KRTA Limited and Willmott Associates, September 1991, “Urban 
Design Concept Taupo Urban Area” 

•  Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner Ltd, Peddle Thorpe Aitken, LA4 Landscape Architects, C.B. Morrison, May 1991, “Taupo Urban Design 
Study (Phase Two)”, a report prepared for Taupo District Council  

• Gabites Porter Consultants Limited, February and March 2002, “Taupo CBD Study – Modelled Traffic Flows”, a series of figures prepared for 
the Taupo District Council  

• Hasselman. A, February 1989, “Taupo Central Business District and Horomatangi Street – The Future!” a report prepared for the Taupo 
District Council 

• Kingston Morrison, TTM, October 1998, “Taupo Town Integrated Urban Design and Traffic Engineering Study”, a report prepared for the 
Taupo District Council  

• Pascoe Linton Sellers Limited and Sheppard and Rout Limited, September 1991, “An Urban Design Concept for Taupo – Final Design 
Concept” 

• Peddle Thorp and Montgomery Limited and Environmental Planning Associates, 20 December 1990, “Taupo – An Initial Vision – Submission 
to the Taupo District Council”  

• Peddle Thorp and Montgomery Limited and Environmental Planning Associates, May 1991, “Taupo – An Initial Vision – Submission to the 
Taupo District Council, Stage 2”  

• Peddle Thorp and Montgomery Limited and Environmental Planning Associates, September 1991, “Urban Design Competition Final Stage 
Submission to the Taupo District Council, September 1991”

• Sandy Geddes and Associates, Benge Cornthwaite Limited, Jenkins Roberts and Associates Limited and Harrison Grierson Limited, 
September 1991, “Taupo 2000 – Urban Design Concept”  

• Taupo District Council, October 1997, “Urban Development Issues – Discussion Paper”, an internal Council report  Taupo District Council, 
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